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Lewis

Congratulations and thank you to Lewis Barnie, who ran 

the 96 mile distance of the West Highland Way around his 

area and raised £965 for the My Name’5 Doddie

Foundation. 

Well done, Lewis!



S3 Design and Manufacture

Mrs Thompson’s S3 

Design and  

Manufacture class 

has been very busy 

at home working on 

their Upcycling 

Project.

Look how great 

Callum Logue’s is!



Grange Academy Strava Club

Numbers are growing in the Grange Academy PE Strava 

club. This club is currently open to all S4-6 pupils and staff. 

Download the free app to create your profile and search for 

“Grange Academy Physical Education” to join. It’s a great 

way to share any workouts you are doing including walks, 

runs or cycles or miles in a wheelchair while competing 

against others for a spot on the distance leader board.If you 

need any help setting up your app or adjusting your privacy 

settings, speak to Mr Alldridge.



Stomp to Stamford Bridge

Have you seen the video of Chelsea star and former pupil, Billy Gilmour, 

challenging us to do the ‘Stomp to Stamford Bridge’?  This challenge is to see how 

quickly each PE class can travel the 383 miles from Grange Academy to Stamford 

Bridge in London, either by jogging, walking or cycling. The response to this has 

been outstanding and it has been so pleasing for your PE teachers to see the effort 

you have all gone to in posting your scores. 

Week 1's outstanding class achievements were: Mr Allan's NPA Sports 

Development class who reached 98.8 miles; Mr Livingstone's 1G1 class with an 

amazing 61.5 miles; Mr Adams’s S3 class with 56.5 miles; Mr Allan's S3 J PE Studies 

class with 78.5 miles.

A special mention to some fantastic individual efforts from: Tyler Burns , Andrew 

Heaney, William McAndrew, Brooke Handy, Lewis Latona, Ben Brannan, Jack Pryce, 

Ross Mitchell, Kirsty Paterson.

Well done everyone! Let's keep it going this week! And thank you Billy!



S1 Modern Studies

Mr Callachan’s S1 Modern Studies pupils 

have been learning new political vocabulary.



S2 Modern Studies

Pupils in Mr Callachan’s S2 class have been 

carrying out research on two different 

terrorist attacks by Daesh. 



S3 Modern Studies

Mrs McGeary’s S3 Modern 

Studies pupils have been 

learning about the role 

and powers of Police 

Scotland.



Higher History

Ms Bonnar’s Higher historians are studying  

civil rights in America. They have recently 

submitted their essays examining why the 

civil rights campaigns became more 

successful in the 1950/60s. 

Some of the essays were awarded an A! 



S3 Biology

Ms Bell’s S3 biologists are studying zoology. They have been learning about animal health, 

animal welfare, sex identification and breeds and species.



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

In Technology last week, S1s were asked to be as creative as possible when designing and 

making new products using plastic bottles. Here are some of their creations ...

Bird Feeders



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Toys



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Plant Pots and Vases



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Storage 



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Games 



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Organisers



S1 Plastic Bottle Challenge

Well 
done!

message on a bottle fairy house water filter



S2 Music

Mr Cowan’s S2 musicians have been 

completing their film music unit by 

undertaking their assessment digitally 

using Microsoft Forms.  There has been 

lots of opportunity to listen again to 

excerpts of music and to use Immersive 

Reader to read out questions.

It’s great to see so many correct answers  

and opportunities to review areas that 

were a bit trickier! 



S2 Chemistry 

Miss Smith’s S2 chemists have produced some great 

pieces of work about the Periodic Table.

Blaike in particular has been doing a really great job and 

putting in lots of effort!



S4 Biology

Mrs McLean’s S4 Biology classes have been learning about ecosystems. They have completed 

their own research on the niche of a chosen organism and even got to spend a lesson outside 

taking notes on a nearby ecosystem! 

Mollie

Sophie

Kari



Some Positive feedback: Senior Spanish



S1 English

Miss Barrie’s S1 pupils were tasked with a 'Talk' 

challenge last week. They had to be like Nicola 

Sturgeon and deliver a daily briefing using 

specific success criteria. Some of them dressed 

up and had great fun with it.

Thank you to all the parents, carers and siblings 

who helped with the filming! 



Have a Great Week, Grange.

Work hard.

Be kind.

Stay safe.


